TERRORISTS WRECK HOUSE.
Born Kids 27 Persons and Wounded.
Oct. 5, 1919, at Twenty-First Street.
Chief 30:00. 27 persons were killed and 27 persons were
wounded at Twenty-First Street yesterday. The chief stated yesterday that
an attempt was made to arrest a man at Twenty-First Street, but that
the man resisted and was killed. The man was killed by a bullet from a
police officer's gun.

VALLEY VALUES ARISING.
Laid Pursued Last Year Increases
That the big profit is one
of the chief reasons why
the valley producers are
[later text cut off]

Oregon State Items of Interest

REVOLT GAINS HEADWAY.
Curfew Effective in Principal Town From Government.
Forces, Aug. 29—The general in chief of the revolutionists in Cali,
Col. Rodolfo Gomez, has announced that a curfew is to be effective in
the principal towns of the country.

DUTY IN DEERING.
Potato Prices Rising.
Butterworth, Aug. 23—Potato prices have been rising in the
principal markets of the country. The price of New York potatoes is
now $1.50 per box, while the price of potatoes from the west coasts is
$2.00 per box.

NOT ENOUGH FOR MONEY.
Inability to Appropriations for War
and Government of States.
Forces, Aug. 23—The government of the states is unable to
appropriations for war and government. The government has requested
the states to supply $500,000,000 for the support of the government and
the states have failed to supply this amount.

SMALL-VESSELS CONFIRMS.
Possibility of Small-Vessel War.
Fishing vessel, Aug. 23—The possibility of a small-vessel war is
very real, according to the fishing vessel. The fishing vessel has been
attacked by a war vessel and the crew has been able to escape.

SIBERIA SIMILARITY.
Terrorists in Siberia Similar to
those in Mexico.
New York, Aug. 23—The terrorists in Siberia are very similar
to those in Mexico. The terrorists in Siberia have been engaged in
similar activities, such as the burning of telegraph lines and the
kidnapping of telegraph operators.

CUBAN RELIEF.
Cuban Relief Mission Sent
from Washington.
Washington, Aug. 23—A relief mission will be sent to Cuba
in order to assist the Cubans in their struggle against the Spanish.

REBELS ARE STRONG.
All Western Cabo Sold To Be
In Sympathy With Guerra.
Army, Aug. 23—All Western cabos have been sold to the
Guerrilla forces in order to show sympathy with the Guerra forces.

MANY HURAL GEARS DESTROYED.
Government Forces Capture One
Town—Attack on Remedios
on Pro-Spain Expedition.
Army, Aug. 23—The government forces have captured one
town and have attacked Remedios on the pro-Spain expedition.

Havana, Aug. 23—[Telegraphic dispatch.]—The government
forces have captured one town and have attacked Remedios on the
pro-Spain expedition. The government forces have been very successful
and have taken many prisoners.

WASHTNGTON, Aug. 23—[Telegraphic dispatch.]—The govern-
ment forces have captured one town and have attacked Remedios on the
pro-Spain expedition. The government forces have been very successful
and have taken many prisoners.

Washington, Aug. 23—[Telegraphic dispatch.]—The govern-
ment forces have captured one town and have attacked Remedios on the
pro-Spain expedition. The government forces have been very successful
and have taken many prisoners.